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FIRENZE PALAZZO GADDI

HOTEL LOCATION

The five-star hotel NH Collection

Firenze Palazzo Gaddi is located in the

heart of Florence, the cradle of the

Renaissance. An ancient residence of

noble Florentine families, the hotel

ensures proximity to all of the city's

main cultural attractions, including the

Duomo complex, Piazzale Michelangelo

and the San Lorenzo market.

Furthermore, being located just a few

minutes from Santa Maria Novella

railway station and a 20-minute drive

from Amerigo Vespucci airport, it

allows for easy transport connections.

Via del Giglio, 9

50123 Firenze 

Italy

T. +39 055 2398095

nhcollectionpalazzogaddi@nh-hotels.com

https://www.nh-hotels.it/hotel/nh-collection-

firenze-palazzo-gaddi

HOTEL SERVICES

The hotel offers 86 rooms, all of them fully

refurbished, mixing contemporary style with

elements of Florentine art to make your stay

in the city comfortable and unique. 

Among the various room types to choose

from are suites with panoramic terraces and

extraordinary views of the cathedral. 

The Renaissance atmosphere you will find in

the rooms and the views of the city will allow

you to live a unique experience, surrounded

by carefully restored furniture and a more

contemporary style. 

The lobby bar, with its distinctive skylight and

fireplace, is the perfect place to relax after a

day's work and enjoy a drink before or after

dinner.

DINING

Steak Home has found its new home inside

NH Collection Firenze Palazzo Gaddi, the

ideal place to eat a steak with a unique

flavour, simply and informally as you would

do at home, surrounded by family and close

friends. The restaurant will be open to both

hotel guests and external customers, who

want to enjoy this gastronomic experience in

an elegant and international 4*. A place where

marble and precious mahogany woods meet,

among floral compositions and a warm

welcoming light. There is also the beautiful

Secret Garden, where it is possible to enjoy

the blossoming of Spring and the pleasant

Summer evenings.

And on the rooftop of NH Collection Firenze

Palazzo Gaddi, Fishing the Roof!, a new

concept specifically developed for the aperitif

and light dinner, together with one of the

most beautiful sights of Florence’s Dome and

the city. It will be open in the evening to both

hotel guests and external customers and it

offers a wide range of fish dishes: from raw

fish compositions to creative proposals like

tacos, Italian pinsa and burgers.

MEETING ROOMS

The meeting area on the 1st floor includes 5

meeting rooms (297 square metres) all with

natural light and the best technology, with a

maximum capacity of 200 seats. The two

main rooms, Sala delle Feste and Luca

Giordano, with magnificent frescoed ceilings

over 10 metres high, can accommodate

events for up to 150 people. The perfect

location to organise parties or large events.

An additional room, on the ground floor, can

accommodate small meetings or private

events for up to 20 people.

Our highly qualified staff is available to help

you realise your event down to the last detail.

The hotel staff will be pleased to help you

plan and organize your event, providing a full

range of extra services.
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